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Introduction

The functional problem of the reduced dimensions of the first artificial tooth by fault of the restricted vertical space was solved using
various prosthetic solutions chosen to offer the best esthetic results possible under the circumstances.
 

Objectives

A lot of clinical cases are frequently solved giving priority to esthetics despite of the function, with good results but only on a short
term. But what the majority of the patients want is a long-term successful prosthetic treatment, from both esthetic and functional
criteria. The aim of this study was to explore the different methods and materials that can be used in order to fulfill their
expectations.
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Material and Methods

The authors selected for these study 20 partially edentulous patients aged between 45 and 60 years old who presented different
situations of the available vertical space. All the dentures were constructed using the same type of attachments and the cases were
followed for a period of at least 4 years. The dentures were functionally designed, but with a special care for obtaining maximum
esthetic appearance possible in each case.
 

Results

The functionality of the dentures remained unchanged throughout the period. The esthetic appearance changed in time only when the
artificial tooth was made from composite resin and the patient was a smoker or/and had a poor hygiene.The artificial tooth made from
acrylic resin or porcelain did not suffer any changes in color or shape.
 

Conclusions

The esthetic appearance of the artificial tooth located upon the attachment can be successfully obtained using different materials
and techniques that modify the aspect of the tooth keeping its dimensions in functional limits.
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